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Abysrnal success rates were the norm. Users failed more often
than they succeeded when using their mobiles to perform tasks

on websites.

Download tirnes dominated the user experience. Most pages

took far too long to load, particularly on non-3G phones. But
even the highest-end phones delivered much slower browsing

than a desktop computer.As a result, users were reluctant to

request additronal pages and they gave up easily.

Scrolling caused major usability problems, especially because

users often had to struggle with sites that were not optimized for
mobile. In contrast to the 1990s, the problem was not that users

didn't scroll, it's that they scrolled too much. On mobiles they
had to move their minuscule peephoie back and forth so often

that they lost track of where they were and what was on the page.

Often they scrolled right past something without noticing it.

In Figure 2.1(A-C) we show the different stages through which
the full site of NBC.com went as it slowly loaded on a mobile
device at full connectivity on the AT&T network.'When the

page was final1y loaded, it was difiicult to make sense of the many
images and links on the site w'ithout zooming in. Zooming into
the page allowed users to read more easily, but they iost context:
It was harder to know where they were on the page and what
else was available.

The efTect of the reduced viewable area on users was strongly
reminiscent of usability issues we found in tests with 1ow-vision

users (Figure 2.1D). Using a mobile phone makes you a disabled

user, and we al1 know that most sites ignore accessibiliry.

Bloated pages made users lose context and feel 1ost. Most of
the sites we studied wouldn't seem bloated on today's upsized PC

monitors, but when rendered on a mobile, they fairly explode
with bloat. lJsers were frequently stumped by big images or by
long pages that buri.ed the items they wanted to see.

Unfamiliarity with a browsert user interface (UI) limited users'

options. People used their devices suboptimaliy because they

didn't understand the UI.

JavaScript crashes and problems with advanced media types,

such as video, caused more difficulties.
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Figure 2.1 (AHB) The different stages through which the

full site of NBC.com went as it loaded on a mobile phone.

(C) Zooming into the page made the content readable but
obscured the global context for that content. (D) A desktop

screen shot of NBC.com when accessed in the browser with
a screen magnifier.
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Figure 2,2 Fandango's Android

app a lows users to pay by

credit card or by using PayPal.

We found that some users are

more ikely to make a purchase

using PayPal.

Figure 2.3 PayPa s Android app

supports mobi e use by allow-

ing users to authenticate v a

an easier-to-type four-diqit PIN

instead of a password.

Some users are more

likely to make a pur-

chase using PayPal for
two reasons: 1) They

don't have to enter
long credit card num-
bers; and 2) they think
their transaction is

more secure because

they are not sharing

the credit card infor-
mation with the site.
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Reluctance to r.rse rvebsites on the mobile for many tasks was

obvious, and was especially true for shopping or other tasks that

required using credit cards or spending nloney (Figure 2.2 a:nd

Figure 2.3).

Search dorninated 'Web behavior. People rurned to search

engines at the slightest provocation. Indeed, the users'search

engine is usually the first place they go r.vhen given a ne\v task.

Old-media design \\'as used as a model for mobile. In ti're 1990s,

many site designs mirnicked good-looking print publications and

offered rveak interactior-r support. In 2009, sites were designed as,

wel1, rvebsites. More specificalh,, thev rvere designed as desktop

r,l,ebsites, and that's the rvrong meclia form for mobile use; even

on the best phones, driving the interaction is painful, and simple

designs are a must.

Self:looping carousels are one example of a feature copied from
the desktop that doesn't rvork rvell on nrobile (Figure 2.4).

Because the screen is smal1, users will often scro1l down quicki1,,

pushing the carousei above tl-re foid and out of view.The auto-

mated looping through the difTerent carousel items is thus wastecl,

because the user can no longer see the carousel.
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Top navigation bus (Figure 2.5), altl'ror-rsh popular on the desk-

top, also don't ah.r,a.vs translate rve1l on rriobile. Issues occur, espe-

cia1l,v rvhen thev contain too manv items:The clesigner is either

lorcecl to make them too small (and thus harder to touch reli-
ablv) as in Figure 2.5A-or neecls to exp:rnd the navigation bar

so it takes too nruch space onscreen-as in Figure 2.5B.

Figure 2.4 IGN (m.ign.com).

The carousel at the top of the

screen rs automatically mov ng

to the next story and o{ten gets

gnored by users.

Figure 2.5 Top naviqation

bars on two different sites:

(A) Sports lllustrated (m.sr.com)

and (,8) Entertainment Weekly

(m.ew.com).
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Year after year, our newer studies continue to confirm most of these

basic impressions from the first study.Today, user experience on
mobile is certainly getting better, because more and more sites have

built mobile-optimized versions, and designers now have a better
understanding of what works on the small screen. However theret
still a lot of interaction pain in doing tasks on mobile phones. So

what changed since 2009? Here's what changed:

The overall task success rates are slowly getting better, especially

when users turn to apps.

lJsers are more familiar with their phones. Since 2009 the mobile
landscape has changed significandy.According to a survey done by
the Nielsen Company in May 2012,over half ofAmericans own
a smartphone, and only rwo platforms dominate the smartphone
market: the iPhone and the Android. Although there is a lot of
fragmentation in theAndroid ecosystem-with many phones and

versions of the operating system floating around-the similarities

between these platforms are strong.And overall even if users

might change phones every two years, the new platform is likely
to be fairly similar to the old one (unless, of course, they move
from a feature phone to a smartphone).

JavaScript still crashes, but most websites and apps do a good job
of testing their products on mobile beforehand to make sure they
work properly.

r Reluctance to use mobile shopping or spend money on mobile
has slighdy decreased.Although we definitely see more users will-
ing to do it today than in 2009, the majority are sti1l reticent. to

shop on mobile.

On the other hand, the dorvnload times are still a problem, even in the

era of 4G.Also, the move by cellular carriers to charge by the mega-

bye makes users resent having to download too much, because they'll
have to pay.And users still have the same kinds of difiiculties in dealing

with full sites on mobile:Although many of our participants are quite
experienced mobile users, it doesnt seem to make a difference in their
ability to navigate a firll site. Last but not least, after a briefperiod of
fading populariry old media design seems to have come back in fash-

ion, as the introduction of the iPad brought carousels, top navigation

bars, and even print-like interfaces back in vogue.
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Usability Varies by Mobile Device Category

Our testing found three distinct classes of mobile llX, rvhich are

mainly defined by screen size:

r Regular cellphones with a tiny screen. Often calTedfeature

phones, these devices account for the majority of the world market
(particularly in developing countries).They offer horrible usabiliry

enabling only minimal interaction with websites.

r Stnartphones (such as early BlackBerry models) in a range of
form factors, rypically with a midsize screen and a fullA-Z key-
pad.These devices sometimes feature 3G Internet connectivity
and perhaps even'W'iFi. Simple smartphones ofler bad usabiliry

forcing users to struggle to complete website tasks.

r Full-screen phones (such as iPhone,Android, andWindows
Phone) with a nearly device-sized touch screen and a true GUI
(graphical user interface) driven by direct manipulation and touch
gestures.These phones ofrer 3G or better Internet connectiv-
iry and even faster speeds when connecting throughWiFi.They
ofFer the best usability among all dilferent rypes of phones, but the

experience is still often suboptimal.Typically users are successful

when using a search engine to land on a deep page in a ful1 site,

or when they are on well designed sites or apps that are optimized
for mobile.

Unsurprisingly, the bigger the screen, the better the user experience

when accessing websites.Across several user testing studies done

between 2009 and 2072,the average success rates between touch
phones and smartphones were 20 percentage points (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Task Success Rates for Dif{erent Phone Types Across User Testing Studies 2009-201 2

Feature phones

Smartphones

Touch phones

44o/o

55%

74o/o

With these numbers, the consumer advice is easy: Buy a touch phone

if using websites is important to you.

The advice for Internet rr:rlrzrgers is more difticult. Considering the hor-
rible usabihry of feature phones, should you even support them? Alterna-
tively, should you focus on smartphone and touch phone users who are

more like\ to use your site extensively? Theret no single answer.

2: Mobile Strategy 15
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The success rate is simply the percentage of
users who were able to accomplish the tasks

they were given in a usability study. ltt the
simplest usability metric, and the one we turn
to when we want to get a quick understanding

of the relative usability of different designs.

After all, the most basic question is this: Can

users even get anything done with the design?

lf the design is so bad that users can't make

it through their tasks, nothing else matters.

People won't use something that doesn't work.

Assuming that a user interface has a decent

success rate, we can start to consider other
usability metrics, such as the efficiency with
which people get tasks done and their satisfac-

tion with the product.

_.__.__J

For services highly suited for mobile use-such as news or social

netvvorking-you should probably create a dedicated Gature-phone
site, as well as a site optirnized for higher-end phones. Most other
websites might be better offconcentrating their investment on a

single mobile site optimized for touch phones.Also, if you focus on
complex transactions or in-depth content, you'I1 probably have too
few mobile users to justify a separate site.

In this book we are mainly concerned with touch phones. LJnless we
say otherwise, we're referring to a device like an iPhone or its compet-
itors when we just use the term "phone."We'll explicitly use terms like
"feature phone" when we want to discuss the more primitive devices.

There are three reasons we won't discuss the cheaper phones much
in this book:

r Our research found that Gature-phone usability is so miserable

when accessing theWeb that we recommend that most companies

don't bother supporting feature phones.

r Empirically, websites see very litde trafiic from feature phones or
smartphones, partly because people rarely go on theWeb when
their experience is so bad, and partly because the touch screen type
of phone has seen a dramatic uplffi in market share in recent years.

I Pragmatically, almost all participants in our training courses about
mobile llX tell us that they don't design for simpler phones.The
questions we get when we teach all relate to touch phones.We're
betting that your interests, dear reader, will parallel those of our
course participants.

Mobile Usability15l



A Separate Mobile Experience ls Best

For the best user performance, you should design different experi-
ences for each mobile device class:The smaller the screen, the fewer
the features, and the morr scaled back your design should be.The
very best option, at ieast in terms of user experience,is to go beyond
browsing and offer a specialized downloadable mobile application for
your most devoted users. In practice, however, an app is not an

option for all sites.

Rich sites should build two mobile designs: one for low-end feature

phones and another for big-screen phones.This strategy is especially

good ifyou're targeting a broad consumer audience with many feature-

phone users or ifyou're in a developing country.The small-phone expe-

rience is so difierent that it needs a dedicated and deeply scaled-back

design, whereas the bigger phones benefit from a design that's mobile-
friendly but not bare-bones. Fearure-phone browsing is essentially a

linear experience, whereas smarqrhone and fu1l-screen browsing provide

more of a GUI experience-albeit through a limited viewport.

(As mentioned earlier, our clients show no interest in feature-phone
design, so we won't cover it more here. Ifyoute one of the few com-
panies that need a special site for feature phones, we strongly recom-
mend that you run your own usabiliry studies:The more primitive
the user experience, the more important it is to get it exactly right.)

For most sites, however, the only realistic option is to supplement the
main site with a single mobile site, recognizing that it will serve plain
cellphones poorly. This strategy often makes sense. After a1l, most
low-end mobile users suffer such misery when they attempt to visit
websites that they do so for only the most compelling tasks, and thus

might not use your site anyway. So, if you have only one mobile site,

target the higher-end devices, as opposed to making a'WAP-like site

that everybody will hate.

Although many people may have heard the acronym WAP, few prob-

ably know that it stands for Wireless Application Protocol. lt is a stan-

dard used by feature phones to display Web pages. Although when it
was introduced (back in 1997) it made Web interactions possible on

mobile and was perceived as empowering, WAP-style sites were fairly
simple and characterized by lists of hyperlinks and plain text. Today

WAP use has become obsolete and is limited to older feature phones.

None of the modern smartphones make use of it.

2: Mobile Strategy 17
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In addition, not all sites need mobile versions.According to a diary
study we conducted with users in six countries, people use their
phones for a fairly narrow range of activities. So, because many main-
stream websites wont see a lot of mobile users, they should just adapt

their basic design to avoid the worst pitfalls for those few mobile
users they'Il get.

If your service makes sense for mobile users, offer at least one mobile-
optimized design. If your site has a mobile design and a desktop

design, serve the mobile version to all mobile users-even those with
phones that support full-page browsing. (For users who need rare

features that aren't in the mobile desigr, you should offer an easy way
to switch to the full site.)

Mobile Site vs. Full Site

In a study we conducted in 2009,when our test participants used

sites that were designed specifically for mobile devices, their success

rate averaged 64 percent, which is substantially higher than the 53

percent recorded for using "full" 5lgs5-*r21 is, the same sites that
desktop users see.

Improving user performance is reason enough to create mobile-
optimized sites. Such sites were also more pleasant to use and thus

received higher subjective satisfaction ratings.This fact offers an addi-
tional rationale:'When users are successfiil and satisfied, they re likely
to come back.

We repeated this research in2)l1.,thinking that user performance

might have gotten better.The success rate for mobile sites remained
at 64 percent, whereas the success rate for full sites had increased to
60 percent. Obviously, full sites had become more mobile-friendly as

companies became increasingly intercsted in supporting mobile users.

Still, the main conclusion remained the same: LJsers were more
successfirl when using sites that were optimized to be used on
mobile devices.

The main guidelines for mobile-optimized websites are clear:

r Build a separate mobile-optimized site (or mobile sltQ ifyou can

afford it.When people access sites using mobile devices, their mea-

sured usability is much higher for mobile sites than for fuIl sites.

r A mobile app might be even better-at least for now as discussed

in the following section.

Mobile Usability18



Iirrrobile users arrir.,c itt vour firll site, nrrrkc sure tlrcr,'see Vour
rurobile sitc instead. Urrtortur-r:rtcly nranv scarch enqilres stil1 dou't
r;rnk nrobilc sites higlr L'nollqh tirl rnobilc users. so pe ople rrrc

otien (rrrs)uuiilecl to tirll sites instead oithc molrile ones, r'r'hrclr

,,lli'r .r r',trrlr .upcrir )r Lr\L'l' exl)( l'i('r)r'c.

()tier a clc:rr link tl'orrr vonr hrll site to \-oLlr nrobilc site ibl uscls

rvho encl rrp :rt the tirll site despite tl're rctlirect. Mrrkc sure thrrt

tlrc link labclc'c1 "Mobilc-" does rrot take uscrs to a tlcsktop prruc

discr-rssing voul niobilc otlerings. .rs in -\,rtiorr,r1 C.r)q/iry)l1i.'s c;lsc

shrxvn in Figure 2.6.Wlien r-lscrs tvpe "ll:ltion:r1ge()graphlc.

conr" into tlrc nrobile brou.ser UIlL bar (or: u.her tlrcv access

tlrc site thror.rgh ir sc:rrc:h er-rginc). ther':rre t:rken to tire iull srtc

inste;id oibcing re.lir-ccterl to ,\iiriorr,ri (,r'oqi',r1;/rr,"s nrobile sitc.'lhe
top naviqrtion bar oithe full sitc contains rr link titlccl "Mobilc,"
but shoultl rrobile uscrs click tlr.rt. ther, .rrc tlike n to :r tlesktop-
firniattecl p.rsc' contririinq irrtirrrn:rtion .rbor-rt \,rtir,l,r1 Cc,r(riryr/ri,ts

nrobile sitc.

[tay 4, 20]2

Darkest Planet Found: Coa!-Black. lt Retlects Almost No
Light

Figure 2.6 iAj ivai/.n.rj Geagtt)pl)i('s ful S,te i,ilil\,,/.Iatlonalqcoqracr a.(cri lBr [1ob c:rte
(m.natona geograpiric.com). (C) Page corresporrLling to the "Mobl e" catellory n the top

nav qat on bar.
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Figure 2.7 L nks from the

mob le to full site: (A) Wikipedia

(m.wiklpedia.orq) and (B) Yelp

(m.ye p.com). The mobile ver-

sions of these sites contain a link

to the fu I s te at the bottom of
the page.

fo lowing lhe reslgnition oi
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r Ofler a clear link frorn your mobile site to ,vour ful1 site for those

(ferv) users rvho need special features that are found only on the

fu1l site (Figure 2.7). Most often that link can be placed at the

bottom ofthe page.

The guidelines are difGrent for large tablets (1O-inch form factor, as

in Apple iPad, Lenovo IdeaPad, Samsung Galaxy, etc.) where ful1 sites

rvork reasonabl,v wel1. For sma1l tablets (7-inch form factor, as in
Amazon Kindle Fire) the ideal lvould be to create yet a third design

optiuized for midsize devices, although most companies can get

away r,vith serving their rnobile site to Kindle Fire users.

Mobile-optimized Sites

The basic ideas for designing rnobile-optimized sites are to:

I Cut features to elirninate functionalities that are not core to the

mobile use case.

r Cut content to reduce rvord count and defer secondary infbrma-
tion to secondary pages.

r Enlarge inteface elements to accon'rmodate the "fat finger" problem.

The challenge is to eliminate features and rvord count without limit-
ing the selection of products.A nrobile site should have less informa-
tion about each product and support ferver tasks that users can do

with the products, but the range of items should remain the same as

on the fu1l site. If users can't find a product on a mobile site, they

assume the company doesn't se1l it and go elservhere.

Mobile Usability
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The label for the link
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be either "Full site"
or'tDesktop (site)."

"Desktop'' is slightly
more explicil because

some users may he con-

fused by the terminol-
ogy "full site."
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Figure 2.8 KLn iilr.rkea.com)

shows a sinq t' product under

the Bed Frarnes .aleqory on its

mobil-" welr: te ancl thus makes

the site cor|p ctc y Ltseless for

ilob e . sets
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Why Full Sites Don't Work for Mobile Use

It's r'orrlltott todav to hc:rr-pcople argue the tirllourrlq: llobile rr,:rs lrtrt

irr,riir.,iir(1),/riq/i nTrcrntritrrr.i tirt-ult:tt tl-rtr- shotrld be rblc to:rccotllplisll

on tlrcir phc'rttr-s. so eliittrrt,Ltittg a(rlltullt L)r fc.ltllrc\ u ill irlcr-rt.rbh
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disappoint some peopie. It's therefore better, the (flawed) argument
goes, to serwe the fuli site to everybody, including mobile users.

This analysis is flawed because it assumes that the only choice is

between the full-featured desktop site and a less-featured mobile site.

However, any mobile site that complies with the usabiliry guidelines
will provide links to the fu1l site wherever Gatures or content are

missing, so users have access to everything when and if they need it.

The design challenge is to place the cut between mobile and fiill-site
features in such a way that the mobile site satis{ies almost all the
mobile users'needs. If this goal is achieved, the extra interaction cost
of following the link to the fuIl site will be incurred fairly rareiy.

True, we've seen some underpowered and poorly designed mobile
sites that would hardly satisfy anybodys mobile needs. But bad design
that misinterprets a guideline is no reason to throw the baby out with
the bathwater and neglect the well documented guideline. (In fact, if
miserable user interfaces were a reason to reject an entire design cate-
gory we wouldn't have theWeb at all; there are plenty of virtually
unusable websites around. But that doesn't mean that we can't design
good sites by following the guidelines that bad sites violate.)

The correct analysis is as follows:

r For the vast majority of tasks, mobile users will get a vastly better
user experience from a well designed mobile site than from the
ful1 site.

r For a sma1l minority of tasks, mobile users will be slightly delayed
by the extra click to the fu1l site.

A big gain that's experienced often will comfortably ourweigh a

smal1 penalty that's suffered rarely.

A second argument against the mobile site option is that you could
just optirnize the entire website for mobiie in the first place.Then,
giving mobile users the "full" site wouldn't cause them any trouble.
Although true, this analysis neglects the penalty imposed on desktop
users when you give them a design thatt suboptimal for bigger
screens and better input devices (see the sidebar "Mouse vs. Fingers
as an Input Device").If desktop users were a minute minoriry this
might be acceptable, but almost all websites get substantially more
traffic (and even more business) from desktop users than from mobile
users. So although we do want to serve mobile users, we can't neglect
desktop users-who, after all, pay most of our salaries.

Mobile Usability22



Flere are a few of the more irnportant differences befween desktop

and mobile:

r The content should be dillerent: Shorter and simpler writing is
required for the smaller screen because the lack of context reduces

text comprehension.

[es, people can read novels on a Kindle or other tablets, but that's

mainly useful for simple fiction with a linear plot thatt easy to fol-
low. Reading business-oriented content or other nonfiction that

requires higher levels of cognitive processing is more difficult on

smaller screens.)

In addition to text, other content formats should also be designed

for the medium. For example, small images should be cropped and

zoomed differently than large images to emphasize salient details.

It's not enough to simply rescale a single image to fill the available

space for a given screen size. (As an example, see our discussion in
the section "Case Study: Optimizing a Screen for Mobile IJse" in
Chapter 3,"Designing for the Small Screen," on design iterations

of an image representing a Korean pop group on a mobile screen.)

The information architecture (IA) changes to defer secondary

content to secondary pages on mobile devices (as discussed in
Chapter 4,"Writing for Mobile").

Interaction techniques change due to the differences betr,veen

finger- and mouse-driven input (see the sidebar "Mouse vs.

Fingers as an Input Device").

The feature set is reduced in mobile to lower complexiry and to
fit on the smaller screen.

The basic point? The desktop user inteface platform diilers ftom the

mobile user interface platform in many ways, including interaction
techniques, how people read, context of use, and the plain amount of
content that can be grasped at a glance.This inequaliry is symmetric:

Mobile users need a different design than desktop users. But, just as

much, desktop users need a different design than mobile users.

Mobile ls Less Forgiving than Desktop

As discussed in Chapter 4, we advise site owners to eliminate second-

ary material when writing for mobile users. Many tvveets, blog post-

ings, and other comments on our usabiliry guidelines all expanded on

this theme: Yes, do cut thefiuffrom mobile content,but also cut seconilary

content when wiltingfor desktop websites,
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Desktop computers (and laptops) mainly use a mouse for input.
Mobile devices and tablets mainly use the human finger for input.

Yes, sometimes bigger computers have a trackball and laptop users

also often use a trackpad for input. And there are even a few mobile
devices that come with a stylus. But mice and fingers are the main

input device for currently popular user interfaces. So let's consider
their differences.

Table 2.2 shows a comparison between input devices. Light blue

cells indicate which pointing device is superior for each of the
dimensions rated.

Here are some important notes for the table:

r Homing time is the time required to move the hands from one

input device, such as the keyboard, to another, such as the mouse.
r Accelerated movements are the ability to have a nonlinear relation-

ship between the speed of moving the pointing device and the
onscreen pointer: Moving the mouse fast makes the onscreen point-

er move even faster. Conversely, moving the mouse slowly makes

the pointer move uery slowly, allowing for high-precision pointing.
r When we say that there's virtually no learning time required to

operate a touch screen by pointing a finger, we are assuming

that users have already acquired sufficient dexterity in using their
hands and fingers. This does take babies a few years.

The main takeaway from the table is that there is no single winner.

Mice and fingers each have their strong points.

When designing a Ul for a given platform, itt important to emphasize

the strengths of the available input (and output) devices and also to
work to alleviate their weaknesses.

For example, because the mouse has a hover state, tool tips and other
roll-over effects can often be used to good effect on desktop computers.

Similarly, context menus are easily supported by the two-button activa-

tion controls. These design elements are less natural on touch screens.

The fact that the mouse and touch input have such different strengths

is one of the main reasons to design different Uls for desktop web-
sites and for mobile sites (and also for desktop applications versus

mobile apps).

Further arguments for two Uls are provided by the presence of a real

keyboard on the desktop (making typing much faster and less error
prone) and the vast difference in screen sizes.

Mobile Usability



fable2.2 A aofrpaTisc.r Bet,rorr [\lf.r:e :r r F |ceTs a5 I lrrrr ]evae

Number of points specified Usually 1;2-3 with multitouch

Number of controls 3: left/riqht button, scroll wheel

Homing time?

Signal states Hover, mouse-down, mouse-up Finger-down, finger-up

Accelerated movements

Suitable for use with
big desktop monitors
(30-inch or more)

Yes, because of acceleration No, due to arm fatigue

Visible pointer/cursor

Obscures view of screen No; thus allowing for continuous
visual feedbrack

Suitable for mobile Yes; nothing extra to carry
a round

Direct engagement with screen
and "fun" to use

No; an indirect pointing device

Accessibility support Yes

Ease of iearning Fairly easy Virtually no learninq time

Irr onc \\-A\-! \\'c c:rn onh'ilglec.As .Lscnssed rn r>ru book l:ycttn;kitt.q

ll1'b ( isabilit),(l'clchpit l'rt'ss,2009), ('ollcisencss is a ke,v guideline

u'hcrr u'ritinq fir-theWc[r. I)eople tlon't re:rcl .l ]()t on thc Web and

lclrrc in a leu'scconds it'rr sire clocsl'f conrlntLlricilte its r':rlLre clerrr-lt:

Thr'sc frndirgs lc.1cl to lll()rc cletailcd qr-ridelincs. stlch es cnrph;rsizing

thc flrst tu'o u,ortls of rirurocontent (1irr exanrl.lc. headlincs rtncl selr,'lr

enqinr links) .

So vcs, crlt thc b[.rh-blah tnrnr vottl dcsktop srtc.

Hou cver. thu-c's still a clilicrence [rctu'c'en \\'r'itir)g fot' thc Web ant'l

u ritjriq tol rrrolrjle:

r l)csktop copvrvritin{ nlust be cont:ise.

r Nlobile cr)pvu'r'itinq nrLl\t be at'Ln tntlt'{ concirc.

Tlrc lrigh-ler"cl ctiiclelinc is the s:rnrc: lledr-icc sct:ottd;lrt' into.Tire
clilicrcr-rce is orrc of cJegrue-celt.rin inlorur.rliort that rrright be

.rc,'tpt"rble on :r clesktop sitc shor,rlrl bc tleleg:rtcd to a secold;tr)'p,lgc
or c\cri renrorc.l ti'onr:r rrrobile sitc ot-appr.
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Our original research on how people read on mobile devices used

the example of sending users a coupon with a special otTer. In the

study, the best design presented fairly limited information on the first
screen.To read "more about this deal" users had to tap a 1ink. (We

discuss this example in more detail in Chapter 4.)

In a desktop design, it would have been better to show all the infor-
mation on the first screen and save users a click. \Vhy this difference?

r Mobile screens are much smaller: Reading through a peephole

increases cognitive load and makes it about twice as hard to
understand text on a mobile device as on a desktop. Short-term
memory is weak, so the more users have to remember after it
scroils off the screen, the worse they'll do.

r Mobile users are even more rushed than desktop users because of
the mobile setting.

Both di{lerences support the same recommendation: Be more severe

when cutting text for mobile than for desktop.

A similar finding applies to the choice of functionality:The feature

set should be much smaller for a mobile site than for a desktop site.

For sure, desktop sites should offer as few Gatures as possible. For

every feature thatt removed, there is one less opportunity for the UI
to confuse users, which makes the remaining features easier to use.

But a mobile site should have even fewer features than the desktop

site (hence the guideline to offer a link from the mobiie site to the
ful1 site for users who need features that only the desktop site sup-
piie$.The mobile site should have only those features that make

sense for the mobile use case. For example, a company's ful1 site typi-
ca1ly includes PR information and investor relations sections, but this

info shouid be eliminated from the mobile site.

Your desktop IA should always feature a simple navigation space that
avoids an overly deep hierarchy. But for mobile, the limited space

rlakes it even more important to prevent user disorientation; you
should thus reduce the navigation options, because you cant show full
contextual information on every screen. (The screen space allocated to
navigation on a typical desktop site is more than the entire screen of a

typical smartphone, leaving no room for the content.) That is, your
navigation structure should be even shallower in a mobile IA.

The Best Buy example in Figure 2.9 suffers from an over\ deep hier-
archy: Before seeing any products, users looking for an iPad cover must

navigate through a five-1evel IA. Because users are often impatient on
the go, a quicker path to content would be preferable in this situation.

Mobile Usability
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Figure 2.9 The Best Buy app for iOS features a too-deep n{ormat on architecture. Thus, to see

lPad covers, users need to navigate through the fo owing h erarchy of pages: (A) "Products"

page; (B) "Computers & Tablets" page; (C) " Pad & Tablets" page; (D) " Pad Accessories" page;

(E) "iPad Cases, Covers, & Sleeves"; (F) Actual page I sting the Pad covers.

Tablets lorm:rn intermediate case sonre$'-here betu'een phones and

deskti'rps, and are discussed fr.rrther in Chapter 5,"Tablets and E-readers."

Tirblets'lnidsize screells allor,v for more context ilr rvriting and nar''igation

than r,r'hat fits on rnobile scr-eens, ancl also support richer featr-rres. On the

ot1-rer hand, the larger space encourages more complex gestures. u,hich

leads to its ou,n r-rsabilitv problems.
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Responsive Design

An increasingly popular way of dealing with the dilemma of fulI ver-
sus mobile sires is by tsing resporxive design,which means optimizing
the layout of aWeb page for the screen dimensions and screen orien-
tation.The different page elements are laid on a flexible grid; the grid
morphs to the dimensions of the screen.Thus, the multicolumn lay-
out in the desktop site becomes a single-column layout on mobile.
The same content and site features are present in both the desktop

and the mobile versions (Figure 2.10). '

One of the advantages of responsive design is maintenance cost:

Companies dont need to deal with two separate sites for desktop and

mobile; instead, they can build a single site and make sure it looks
right on the small screen.Also, re:sponsive design better supports users

whose mobile device is their only Internet access point (either

because they might not own a computer or because they dont have

access to one due to circumstances such as travel).

Responsive design can work well for those sites where all the fearures

or content present on the full site are equally likely to be accessed on
mobile. News (or newspaper) sites figure most prominendy in this

category: Because most features and content are equally likely to be

accessed on mobile, it makes sense to serye a mobile-optimizedver-
sion that's functionally equivalent with the full site (Figure 2.10).

Certain features make less sense on mobile than a desktop. For instance,

a deep site hierarchy with multiple categories and subcategories might
work on the desktop but may easily become a burden on mobile. Sim-
ilarly, long lists of similar items can be difiicult to scroll through on

mobile if each item comes with a lot of details. (There is place for such

details, but some could be delegated to a secondary page.)

In Figure 2.ll,the "'W'orking papers" page of the George Mason

University School of Law shows at least two papers on the same

desktop screen. In contrast, on mobile, a single paper entry (which
includes the abstract) can take multiple screens. Even on a big-screen
phone, such as a Samsung Gdrry Nexus, users must scroll for several

pages to see the next paper. On mobile, a compressed abstract would
be more effective and would enable users to quickly scan to the
paper(s) ofinterest.

Mobile Usability
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Figure 2.10 The Boston Globe

(bostonglobe.com) on two d f-
ferent platforms: (A) on a desk

top and (B)-(C) on an Andro d

phone. The Soston G/obe was

one of the f rst s tes to use

responsive des gn.

Atu ffyton 6lobe 
.

ll,ri..1rrrt ht!1111.i! r,l:r::

eJxSo*tcn{5lahe

slrTloNs Jr{!,1.J
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Figure 2.11 George Mason

University School of Law (law.

gmu.edu) is also a responsive-

design site. Here you see the

same page on different plat-

forms: (A) a desktop screen shot

of the "Working papers" page

and (B)*(C) mobile screen shots

of the same page. On mobile,

users need to scroll a lot to get

to the next paper.
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Absthd:

the aniitrust community retains
something of an inconsistent
atlitude towards eyidsce-based
antitrust. Commentators, judqes,

and scholars remain suppodive 01

evidence-basd antitrusi, even
vocally so; nevertheless, anlitrusl
scholarship and policy diseourse
conlinues to press foward
advocating the use orone theory

B

scholErship and pol'cy discourse
continues to press foftard
advocating lhe use ofone theory
over another as applied in a

specific case, or one school over
anolher with respect to the class
ofmodels that should inform the
ttructure ofantilrust's rules and
presumptions, wilhout tethering
those questions to an empirical
benchmark. This is a
fundamental challenge lacing
modem antiilust institutions. one
that I call the "model selection
problem." The three goals olthis
article are to describe the model
selection problem, to demonslGte
that the intensefocus upon so-
called schoo's within the antitrust
community has exacerbated ihe
prrblem, and to offer a modest
p.oposal to help solvethe model
seleetion problem. This proposal
has 1wo major components:
abandonment of terms like
"chicago School."'N@-chicago
School.' and'Post-Chicago
School," and replacement ofthose
terms with a eommitmentto
tesiinq economic theories with
economic knowledge and
empirical data to suppod those
th@ries with the best predictive
power. I ca,lthis approach
"evidence-based antitrust." I

c
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When considering rnobile phones versus desktop conlpllters, the

platfornr ditTerences are great cnough that the beneflts of creatir)s

two separate desi5Jns are sutrstanti:il. In adclition, both platfor-r-ns havc

r-r'ran1, $,ea1th,v users. so the profits frour maximizing converrron r.rtes

can be considerable.

Sti1l, the question renrains u.hether the cost-benefit analysis trr:ly
slrpports tlvo sites, or r.l,hether it lvoulcl be nrore profitable to stick
lr-ith a single site.

You mt-tst first consider ,vour organiz:rtior-r's size and hou, much busi-
ness yorl conduct r,r,ith nrobile ancl desktop users. Sonre conrpanies

are so sm:r1l that a higher conversion rate xrouldn't translatc into
enough nloney to pir,v for trvo designs. C)thers might provide services

that are targeted solelv to lnobile or desktop users and thr-rs u,ouldn't
sufler t'nuch from :r lotver conr-cr:ion rlte Jlnonll the feu, Llsefs 01]

the opposite platform.Also, if traffic is unifon-nl,v distributed across

the site and br-rdget is linritec'l, a responsivc design mav be a good-
enough solution.

Even if your orqanization is big enor"rgh to profit from separitte

niobile ancl desktop designs, sorne people clainr that the cost is too
high and that responsive design may be preferable insteacl.

Horvever, responsive dcsign isn't fi'ee in ternrs of interaction clesign or
in terms of coding :ind implenrentation. For sonie sites, it nright be

cheaper th:rn otirer implernentation strategies; if that's true for you,

tltcrt do g() th.rt rotlte.

But the nlost iniportant l.roint is that responsive design-if dr>ne

correctlv-does involve creating distir.rct UIs for each pl:rtform.After
:i11, the entire idea is tl'rat the dcsi.gn adapts (or "responds") to the

capabilities of the user's specific platfornr.

In fact, responsive-design sites place on a continuuln of rnobile-
specific custonrization. Man,v of them go be,vond lalrout in custonriz-
ing the nrobile variant and do :rt least a minimunr 2rmount of content
tr-rning on nrobile: For instance, in the Bos/on C/o&c exarnple (Fig-

ure 2.10), the topic nanres in the r-ravigation b:rr:rre all collapsed

under l single category called "Sections." Other sites, such rs Pro-
Pr-rblica (Figure 2.12) , go even further b,v cutting out features that
.rrc lcss ttse.l on:rrobilc.
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Figure 2,12 ProPublica (pro-

publica.org) uses responsive

design. Here you see the same

site on two different platforms:

(A) on a desktop and (B) on a

mobile device. The designers

have gone beyond layout in

customizing the mobile variant.

Thus the top secondary naviga-

tion bar is absent on mobile,

and fewer categories are in the

main navigation bar: "Tools

and Data" from the desktop is

absent on mobile; "our investi-

gations" is renamed "ProJects"

on mobile (presumably to make

better use of the limited space),

Also note that just the project

names are shown on mobile,

whereas a short summary of

the project appears on the

desktop site.
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Most responsive-design examples that we've seen are fairly primitive
and don't go far enough to create the sufiiciently distinct UIs that

mobile versus desktop use requires. It's not enough to simply modify
the layout by moving content around on the screen and enlarging or
diminishing particular design elements.This works only for adapting

a desktop design to 19- versus 24-inch monitors, or for a mobile
design for an iPhone versus a Kindle Fire.

As discussed in the previous section, mobile versus desktop design dif-
ferences go far beyond layout issues.'With enough coding, these differ-
ences can be supported through responsive design. In fact, you could
argue that a design isnt responsive enough if it doesnt accommodate

all the salient platform differences. Flowever, once you do account for
all the difterences, we're back to square one: two separate desigrrs.

Usability Guidelines Are Rarely Dichotomies

People want us to give hard and fast rules: Don't show more than X
menu items; dont write more than Ywords per page; nothing should

be more than Z clicks from the homepage. IJnfortunately UI design

doesnt work that way. Usabiliry questions seldom have a single

answer. Rather, they are qualitative issues that speci$, the direction
and nature of inevitable design trade-offi.

Every time your'Web paget response time increases by 0.1 seconds,

you'll lose a few percent of your visitors. But it's not true that euery-

body will wait 10 seconds, whereas nobody will wait 11 seconds.

As another example, consider the guideline about concise writing.The
most concise copy would be a word or two,but that would typically

make for an unsatisfactoryWeb page. In fact, sometimes longer arricles

can be better (although even in-depth arbicles should cut the fluffand be

written at an appropriate comprehension level for their target audience).

The simple point remains: It's best to squeeze the text when writing for
theWeb.When you're writing for mobile, simply squeeze that orange

even more.'When you're considering which secondary content to deGr

to secondary pages, you need to move the cut-offpoint belween prima-

ry and secondary when targeting mobile users.The principle remains the

same, but your judgment should be harsher for mobile.

In all areas of user experience-feature set, IA, writing, images, and

more-mobile usability requires stricter and more scaled-back design

than desktop usability.Thatt why you need a separate mobiie site.

Simply using responsiveWeb design to make the ful1 site accessible

on mobile devices often results in a substandard mobile [lX.
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Mobile Sites vs. Apps: The Coming Strategy Shift
The most important question in a company's mobile strategy is

whether to do anything special for mobile in the first place. Some

companies will never get substantial mobile use and should stick to
making their desktop sites less insullerable on small screens.

But if your site happens to have decent appeal to mobile users, the

second strategy question is: Should you produce a mobile website or
develop special mobils apps? The answer to this question today is

quite different from what it will likely be in the furure.

Current Mobile Strategy: Apps Best

As of this writing, there's no contest: Ship mobile apps ifyou can

afford it. Our usability studies with mobile devices clearh show that

users perform better with apps than with mobile sites.Wb measured a

success rate of 7 4 percent when people used mobile apps, which is
much higher than the 64 percent recorded for mobile-specific web-
sites. (Mobile sites have higher measured usabfity than desktop/full
sites when used on a phone, but mobile apps score even higher.)

The empirical data is really all you need to know It's a fact that apps

beat mobile sites in testing.To plan a mobile strategy, you dont need

to know why tir.e winner is best, but we'll try to explain it any'way.

Mobile applications are more usable than mobile-optimized websites

because only limited optimization is possible during website design.

An app can target the specific limitations and abilities of each device

much better than a website can while running inside a browser.

Beyond customization for the device, part of the secret of apps'suc-

cess is that they tend to be simpler than sites, and often they can be

boiled down to one to two easily accessible functionalities.When
more features are crafirmed into an app, the complexity of the inter-
face increases-and so does the likelihood of user failure.

Native application superiority holds for any platform, including
desktop computers. Flowever, desktop computers are so powerful
thatWeb-based applications suffice for many tasks.

In contrast, mobile devices provide an impoverished user experience:

tiny screens, slow connectivity, higher interaction cost (especially

when typing, but also due to users'inability to double-click or
hover), and less precision in pointing due to the "fat finger" problem.

The weaker the device, the more important it is to optimize for
its characteristics.

Mobile Usability
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Apps can also provide a superior business case for content providers,

because the various app stores offer a pseudo-micropayment ability
that lets you collect money from users, which is harder to achieve

over the public Internet.

Additionally, lett consider the differences berr,veen Nielsent Law for
Internet bandwidth and Moore's Law for computer power. Over the
next decade, Internet bandwidth will likely become 57 times faster,

and computers will become 100 times more powerful.

In other words, the relative advantage of running native code instead

of downloadingWeb pages will be mvice as big in ten years, which is

one more point in favor of mobile apps.

Future Mobile Strategy: Sites Best

In the future, the cost-benefit trade-offfor apps versus mobile sites

will change.

Although we just said that computers will become 100 times more
powerful, this doesn't necessarily mean that the iPhone 15 will be

100 times faster than the iPhone 5. Itt more likely that hardware

advances will be split berween speed and other mobile priorities,
especially battery lifetime. So, a future phone might be only ten times
faster @ut will be thinner, lighter, and able to run much longer
between charges), whereas download times will be cut by a factor 57.

The expense of mobile apps will increase because there will be more
platforms to deveiop for.At a minimum,you'll have to support
Android, iOS, andWindows Phone.Also, many of these platforms
will likely fork into multiple subplatforms that require different apps

for a decent user experience.

For user experience purposes, iOS has already forked into iPad versus

iPhone.Although they officially have the same OS software, the rwo
devices need two very different designs.

Amazon.com's introduction of the Kindle Fire effectively forked the
Android user experience with t fairly different platform.And you
need a separate app with a separate UI to deliver decent usability on
this nonstandard device.The 4.0 version ofAndroid, Ice Cream
Sandwich, was another fork: It replaced the physical buttons-Flome,
Back, Search, and Menu-present in earlier versions ofAndroid with
three virtual dimmable buttons-Home, Back, and Recent Apps
(Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13 The Amazon app on different versions of Android

(A) The older version of Android had four physical buttons. (B)

The Kindle Fire has no physical buttons and instead uses virtual

buttons that can be dimmed, (C) The latest version of Android,

Android v 4.0.2 (lce Cream Sandwich), eliminated the physical

buttons and replaced them lvith virtual buttons.
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Physical buttons are real buttons that come

as part of the hardware. The iPhone has one
physical button (Home), and when Android
f irst came out, up to the Android v.2.3.6 (Gin-

gerbread), Android phones had four physical

buttons (Back, Home, Menu, and Search).

ln contrast, virtual buttons are part of the touch

screen, and applications have the freedom to
display them or dim them to reclaim the space

for other content. The virtual buttons can

change location to always be positioned at the
bottom of the screen, whether the phone is in

landscape or portrait orientation.

The Kindle Fire, which runs Amazon's version

of Android, replaced the four physical but-

tons of older Android versions with virtual, or

soft, buttons that can be dimmed by apps if
they want to reclaim the corresponding screen

space for other content. The Iatest version of
Android, Android v. 4.0 (lce Cream Sandwich),

eliminated the physical buttons and replaced

them with virtual buttons: Back, Home, Recent

Apps, and (optional, depending on the app)

Action Overflow. The Action Overflow button
was intended to replace the Menu button in

those apps that used it in prior Android ver-

sions (and thus ensure that these older apps

would still be compatible with the newer OS

version). The old physical Search button had a

worse fate, because it had no equivalent in lce

Cream Sandwich- ln addition, to increase the
confusion, phone manufacturers that choose

Android as their operating system have the
option to include physical buttons (as Samsung

did with its Galaxy Slll) or follow the official
Google guideline and use virtual buttons.

ln theory, physical buttons are an attrac-

tive concept: They can save precious screen

real estate. You don't need to bother with
interface widgets for Back and Search on the

2: Mobile StrateEy

screen if you have dedicated physical buttons
that do exactly that. The danger of physical

buttons is that they typically are outside the
user's visual focus of attention, and users must

"think" about what these buttons might do

and whether they may apply in the current

situation, unless the function of these buttons
is very consistent across contexts.

The trouble with the physical buttons in older
Android versions is that people don't use them
that much. With the exception of the Home

and Back buttons, which are used heavily, the
other buttons (Menu and Search) are often
ignored by users. Part of the reason is that
these buttons are not used consistently by apps

(some apps do not use them at all, following
an iPhone-like design; others use them only
for nonessential functionality), so users do not
have clear expectations for them. For that rea-

son, many apps already duplicate physical but-

ton f unctionality with visible interface widgets
that are more salient to the users and more

likely to capture their attention.

So Google's move to forgo physical buttons in
Android 4.0 was in the right direction, espe-

cially for the Menu and Search functions, but
for the wrong reason: lt solves a problem that
Google created when it developed its first
Android version, namely that Google did not
produce or enforce clear standards for the
use of these physical buttons, and as a result,

they were used in random ways that did not
encourage user learning.

The story is somewhat different for the Back

and Home buttons. Although the Back button
is also overloaded in Android (it can mean can-

cel, back to a previous screen within an app, or
back to the previous app), it's used fairly con-

sistently across apps, and people have learned

to use it and rely on it.
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Itl only realistic to expect even further UI diversiry in the future,

which will make it expensive to ship mobile apps. (Although compa-
nies often try to cut costs by producing a single design for every plat-
form and then generating specific code for each platform they want
to address, there are still signifrcant costs associated with the develop*
ment of native apps.)

Apps have other disadvantages compared to websites. First, the app

content is less discoverable than similar content on theWeb. Searching

within (multiple) apps is often more difltcult than doing a single search

on the W'eb and picking deep pages with the exact information that

the user is looking for. Currently, we know of no apps that search

within other apps and land the users on deep pages within those apps.

Second, the apps are less discoverable than the Web content. For specific

information needs (such as finding out when the library closes), users are

more likely to perform a'Web search than to look up an app in an app

store, download it, and then figure out if it contains the answer to their
query. LJsers must work more to install a specific app, and even if they are

wiliing to do it, they must know of the app in advance or be willing to
spend the rime to research it. For many tasks that require a quick, con-
texnral answer, it will be faster to resort to theWeb.

In contrast, mobile sites will retain some cross-platform capabilities, so

you wont need as many different designs. High-end sites will need

three mobile designs to target phones, midsize tablets (ike the Kindle
Fire), and big tablets. Using ideas like responsive design will 1et you
adapt each ofthese site versions to a range ofscreen sizes and capabili-
ties.The same basic UI design will work for a 6.8-inch tablet and a

7.5-inch tablet if you simply shrink or stretch the layout a bit. (A
S-inch phone would require a fundamentally different design-not just

a modified layout-with fewer features and abbreviated content.)

Most important, new'Web technologies, such as HTML5, wrll sub-
stantially improve mobile site capabilities.'We're already seeing mobile

Web apps-rnobile sites with UIs that are very similar to native apps

(Figure 2.14).

Today publishers, such as FinancialTimes and Playboy, useW'eb apps

instead of apps for business reasons, not UI reasons. Publishers are

tired ofhaving a huge share ofsubscription revenues confiscated by
app store owners, and Playboy wants to publish more titillating con-
tent thanApplet prudish censors allow.

Mobile Usability



Figure 2.14 Web apps work n

the browser but look I ke nat ve

apps. (A) The Ftnanctal Times'

Web app (app.ft.com). Flnanclal

Iimes decided to withdfaw its

native app for iPhone from the

App e App Store to c rcumvent

subscr ption fees and be able to

gather data on ts subscr bers.

(B) OpenAppN/kt (openappmkt.

com) s a Web app that ists

websites and Web apps. The tab

bar at the bottom s s milar to
that encountered in fat ve aFlps.
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Freedom from censorship ancl the freedon-r to keep volrr o\\m lnor)ev
are good reasons to st:ry s.ith t1-re free Internet instead of the u,a1led

garclen of proprietarv irpp stores. In the tutr-rre, better uls ancl rnore
adaptive implement:itions u,ill be additional re:rsons to go rvith
rlobile websites.

Another benefit of a niobile-site strates\'' is bctter integration r,vith

the full 'Web. It\ nu,rch easier for others to link to :r site th:rn to inte-
gratc with a third-partv application. In the long run, the Intenret rvj11

de[..ir srrr,rl ler. cl,,'cJ ct )r'i rot) t t tct r t'.

(Apps rnay reurain bettcr tbr tasks that are intenselv teature-rich
applicatrons, such as photo ecliting, \vhereas mobile srtes urill be bet-
ter lor design problenrs like e-conrlnerce/nr-colnnrerce, corpor:ltc
\vebsitcs. ner.r-s. nrcdic:r1 info. social netu,orking, and so o1r that are

rich in content but clon't reqr-rire intense data nranipulation.)

When Will the Strategy Shift Happen?

Nou, for the $64,000 qllestion-or rnore rccllr:ltelv for most colnpa-
nies, the rrillion-dollar qur:stioll: Ifhen ruill the rccornnende il strategr

changc? In other lr,'orc1s, u.hen rvil1 the changeover in favor of mobile
sites be stronla enonllh for r.ou to abandon mobile apps?
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ln the mobile realm, you'll often hear terms like native app or Web app or even hybrid app.What's
the difference?

Native apps live on the device and are installed through an application store (such as Google Play or

Apple's App Store). They are developed specifically for one platform and typically follow that plat-

form's Ul conventions. Users access them through icons on the devicet home screen.

Web apps (Figure 2.14) are run by a browser. Users first access them as they would access any Web

page: They navigate to a special URL and then have the option of "installing" them on their home

screen by creating a bookmark to that page. They are typically platform-specifig because different
browsers support different versions of HTML5 (the language of choice for these Web apps). They

look and feel like native apps, but compared with the native apps, they are more limited in the kinds

of phone features that they can access (for instance, they have more limited gesture support).

Hybrid apps (Figure 2.15) are native apps that use a browser within an app. They are installed in the

same way as native apps (through an app store), but parts of the app render published Web pages.

Often companies build hybrid apps as wrappers for an existing Web page, because they hope to get

a presence in the app store without spending significant effort for developing a different app.

G*r*v

tr*sa,mw

6 mxisblooming

W#*ffi#
fficF
ff *afi

A

Figure 2.1 5 JC PenneyS iPhone app is an example of a hybrid iPhone app. (A) The app has multiple sections. (B) The "Shop

Now" section in the app contains a browser that shows the JC Penney mobile website, (The app page also displays the qpp-

specific tab bar at the bottom and navigation bar at the top.) (C) The mobile page of JC Penney (m.jcpenney.com) accessed in

the Safari browser,
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LJnfortunateh,. rve don't knos.. ljsabilin insights can te11 r-rs n hati
best for users uncler various circurnstances, but they can't preclict hour

fast these circumstances u.ill change in the real rvorld. In our expen-
ence, change collres nlore slou,lv thln one 111ight expect.

To conclude, rn.e clo believe nrobile sites r.r,r11 rvin over rnobile apps in
the long ternr. llut rvhen that u.ill happen is less certain.Todal,, if .ys,
are serious about cre:rting the bcst possiblc niobile UX, our advice is
to develop apps.

Mobile Apps

The "nraster guideline" fbr nrobile apps is the s;rnre as that for all urser

interface clesigr.r:Don't port a UI fi:oni :rn old interface paradignr to :r

ncw one. In the past this meant not slapping a GUI on top of some-

thing that rvas inirerentl,v a clunky nrainfi'anre floui Norv it means

not adding touch-screen:rccess to a desktop-oriented clirect nranipu-
lation design. Users can't touch :rs precisel,v as ther. can click, so the
nurnbcr of manipulabie gr:rphical objects shouid be much fer,ver (so

that each one call be much bigger).

Despite usabilitr'' u.eaknesses in sonre apps, the main conclusion fronr

rr,,atching mobile app Llsers is that thet'sullered much iess rniserv than
users in our mobile r,r.ebsite tests. In fact, testing people using nrobile
apps producecl 1-rappier outconres than testinq people attenlptillg to
r,rse rvebsites on thc samc phonc.

On nrobilc devices, applications are easier to use than r.r,cbsitcs.

Wh,v arc apps better than sites for mobile? Because the more inrpov-
erished the device, the nrore the design u)ust be optinrized for tl're
platfonn's exact clpabilities instead of bolving to a cross-piatfbrn-L

common denominltor.

Mobile Apps Are lntermittent-use Apps

A very stronq conclusion fronr ollr Llser research is that people install

n1an,v 1]1ore apps than the,v actr-rai1,v use.

In the first part of each session, r,ve asked users to u'alk us through
their oua'r nrobile apps.-We fi-ecluentlv heard conunents such rs,

"l dotunktaded this bectutsc [ir sounded cool/a.f icnd retonmended it],
but I hauen't h.ad time to try it. "Users also often saicl something 1ike,

"I usccl this a.fuu tintt's ri,qltt after I dotunlodded it,but I'm not usht.q it
anyl'norc. I.just ltavur't .qottu dr()wtd to dt:lctin.q it."
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Web applications differ from traditional applications in several ways,

and users view them as low-commitment transient encounters-a con-

cept we refer to as ephemeral use.

An example of a Web-based ephemeral app would be the customiza-

tion and configuration utilities often found on car sites. For such apps,

users have zero commitment and arrive atthe first screen with no

knowledge of the functionality beyond what they may have gleaned

from passing through previous pages on that site. (And we all know
how little users read during most website visits.)

A Web-based application is usually a website component. meaning

that users must navigate from a traditional, information-oriented
Web page to the application's functionality-oriented tool. ln our
research of websites with embedded applications, users failed to
make this initial step 36 percent of the time.

Once users find the application, they must understand what it does

and what it can accomplish for them, as well as its general task flow
and structure. This is true for all software, but most traditional soft-

ware includes initial training that establishes the basics. Also, many

software products are well known and users know their basic purpose

even before installing them. This is true for enterprise systems (such

as intranet-based expense reporting or time sheets) and desktop soft-
ware (such as PowerPoint). ln contrast, users are thrown directly into
an embedded application from the website, often unexpectedly.

Users have less motivation to understand advanced features in web-
site-embedded applications, because the applications are not typically
a core part of their work. ln contrast, many jobs demand traditional
software use, either as a defining aspect of someone's work (as with
airline reservation agents, for example) or to generate the deliver-

ables that measure employee performance (as is often the case with
Microsoft Office).

Users rarely return to the same Web application multiple times, so they'll
rarely benefit from a buildup of learning about a specific GUl. ln contrast,

traditional software is often used repeatedly by the same person.

lf you can get people to use your mobile app repeatedly, you have

a great advantage relative to these embedded applications that Iive

within websites. However, as discussed in the main text, that's a big if.
because users often download apps without using them very much.

Mobile Usability



The first conclusion from this finding is that pure download numbers
are obviously irrelevant.To measure your app's success, you must
measure actual use. And to assess whether you're really meeting user

needs, you must go even further and measure sustained use. If people
use an app a few times and then give up on it, you have a failed
mobile design on your hands.

A few mobile apps do get frequent use, ranging from Facebook to
the'Weather Channel. But most businesses cant realistically aspire to
enter this category. Mobile apps have different usability criteria than
core desktop-productivity applications, as well as the mission-critical
enterprise software that people use every day on the job.

Mobile mainly equals intermittent use.This does indicate a deeper

level of user commitment than the ephemeral applications we often
study on websites.

Mobile apps score a little better than ephemeral website apps, because

users actively decide to install them.This creates a minimum leuel of
commitment to explore the app-although, as we found, this level is

often very low indeed. Still, it's higher than zero.

The second conclusion from this finding is that because the app icon
tsacontinuous presence on the phone,it acts as a tiny voice gnawing at

the user to try it out.Again, this isnt a very strong force; humans are

great at selective attention. Basically people tune out anything they
don't really want to pay attention to, so users' eyes pass by unused

icons very quickly. Plus most users have lots of apps on their phones,

and it's likely that any particular app icon can get lost in the sea of
similar icons.And, at least on iOS, app icons can get buried in folders
(Figure 2.16) and never retrieved again.

These are simply facts of the overall mobile UX:An app is easy to
download from an appiication store, and social pressure causes many
"fun" apps to migrate quickly through large user pools.As a result,

the app launching pages quickly become polluted with frivolous
icons that people don't rea1ly need and don't use after leaving the bar

or pub that evening.
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Figure 2.16 Folders on iOS:

Each folder hides several apps.

Downloading an app does not

guarantee that the user will use

it, As apps get buried on mul-

tiple application screens and in

folders, users olten forget about

having installed them. There is a

long tail dlstribution of applica-

tion usage: A few apps (Mail,

Weather, Facebook, favorite

games) get used a lot, but most

apps are used rarely if ever.

If you're designing a "serious" business app that you think offers real

benefits to your customers, you might feel above the fray of rude,

bodily noise apps. But youte not. Readers of the old book Designing

Web Usability (Peachpit Press,1999) might recallJakob's Law of the
'W'eb lJser Experience: lJsers spend most of their time on other sites

(than your site).Your website is part of theWeb ecosystem, and your
sitet usabiliry is dictated by the overallVy'eb user experience, which is
dorninated by the sum of all other sites people visit.

W.hen you're posting business information on social media sites, for
example, that information has to live within your followers'personal
space, which is constructed by their fr-ily and real friends. Similarly,
your app is a small part of the total app user experience.

Fair or not, that's life. Deal wrth rt. Design for it.

Half-speed Progress, But Hope Ahead

Our first study of mobile usability was conducted in 2000, and the

conclusion then was that mobile Web 2000 = desktopWeb 1994. (See

the Appendix, "A Bit of History," for a summary of this early research.)

In a study we conducted in London in2009,we repeated two tasks

from our study ofWAP usability in 2000.We expected to find reason-

able irnprovements in task performance, but the results contradicted

those expectations (which is obviously why we bother doing research).

The mean task times from the fivo studies are shown in Thble 2.3.
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Table 2.3. Mean Task Times in 2000 and 2009

Find the local weather
for tonight

Find what's on BBC TV
'l tonight at 8 p.m.

1 64 sec.

I 59 sec.

247 sec.

1 99 sec.

Amazingly, users spent 38 percent more time on these two tasks in
2009 than they did in 2000.Are modern mobile devices really worse

than the horrible-WAP phones of times past? Has site usability

declined that much? The answer is no on both counts: Phones and

sites are definitely better now.

What has changed is the asage enuironment.In 2000, users were

restricted to the "walled garden" supplied by their mobile carrier.
'W'AP phones came with a built-in "deck" that supplied direct access

to a few selected services.Although this approach limited users'free-

dom and restricted them to only the simplest of tasks, they could get

to the information with just a few key presses.

Today's mobile users are highly search-dominant.When we dont spec-

ifii which site or app they should use (and often even when we do),

they turn first to their favorite search engine.Again, this means plenty
of typing, which is slow; awkward, and error prone on mobile devices.

Today mobile users can do anything.The fact that doing most tasks

takes so long further emphasizes the need for scaled-back mobile
site designs.

In our 2009 study, one user did very well-an iPhone user who used a

weather app to get the weather forecast in only 18 seconds (one-third of
the fastest speed fiom 2000). Ifany additional evidence were needed for
mobile-dedicated design's benefits, this exampie shouid surely suffice.

In our most recent mobile user research, users'average success rate

was 62 percent.This is only three percentage points better than

the mobile usabiliry score we had recorded three years previously.

Although this improvement rate might seem disappointingly s1ow,

it's about the same as the pace we recorded for desktop'Web use in
263 studies over the last 12 years.

Observing users accessing websites on their mobiles in 2009 reminded

us of testing wired users in 1998. In other words, during the nine-year

period from 2000 to 2009,we've seen four years'worth of progress in
mobile user experience. Rougtrly speaking, improvements in mobile
usability moved at half the pace of wired usability.
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During the last four years mobile IJX improved at a much faster

pace, and the usability of using high-end phones in 2012 was proba-
bly similar to that of using desktop websites in2004.It's stil1 much
harder to get tasks done on a phone than on a desktop computer, but
not as difficult as it used to be.

The rate of improvement probably doubled with the increased

competition of multiple touch-screen platforms (iPhone,Android,
'W.indows 

Phone, etc.) and with the profusion of mobile sites and apps.

So why are we stiil bullish on mobile websites and onlj.ne services?

We have turned a corner in mobileWeb usability.Just as Apple's
Macintosh heralded a breakthrough in personai computer usability in
1984, its iPhone pioneered a similar breakthrough in mobile usability
a{ter 2007.

The iPhone is certainly not perfect, and competitors could easily

make better mobile devices. By "easily" we don't mean over a week-
end.'We simply mean that it's possible to do it given a strong focus on
user experience and user-centered design: iPhone leaves a 1ot of
ground for improvement. So far, however, iPhone competitors have

been a bit behind-or if we're generous, we could say that they have

matched iPhone's usability without surpassing it.

Alan Kay famously said that the Mac was "the first computer worth
crrticizing." Similarly, the iPhone was the first mobile Internet device

worth criticizing. It's a starting point, not an end point, for mobile
onli ne-services access.

Although devices will get better, the big advances must come fi'om
websites. Sites (including intranets) must develop speciaiized designs

that optimize the mobile UX. Today many sites stil1 don't have

mobile versions, and those that do are often poorly designed, lacking
knowledge of the special guidelines for mobile usabi-lity.

Mobile Usability



Every year we run a design competition to identify the world's ten

best-designed intranets. In 2009 we began seeing some good mobile

intranet designs, with 30 percent of winning intranets having a mobile

version. ln 2011 the mobile space looked even more promising when

this number doubled to 60 percent. But alas, in20'l2the number

dropped to 10 percent; only Genentech offered mobile intranet design

in its series of iOS apps (Apple was the dominant platform internally in
this company). Other winners offered mobile intranet access to employ-
ees on the network but without optimizing for mobile.

There are three probable reasons for the lack of traction in the mobile
intranet space:

r lntranet groups still don't have the budget and resources needed

to develop mobile platforms.

Unless the organization has one company-issued mobile device, it's

difficult for intranet teams to choose which device to focus on. 5o

instead they deslgn for none.

Creating a mobile intranet version that would work on any device
is one possible solution. However, as discussed earlier in this chap-

ter, even a single mobile version would have to be a separate

design from that of the website to be truly helpful and usable

for employees. And it takes resources to create and maintain two
separate applications.

While we await more insights specifically about mobile intranets, a

good first step would be to follow the usability guidelines for mobile
websites and apps we discuss in this book. For other aspects of user

experience, we usually find that intranet usability builds on top of
Web usability: lntranet users also use websites and form many of their
expectations from their experience with mainstream sites. The same is

likely true for mobile design.

Thus although we don't specifically cover mobile intranets in this
book, you can still benefit from the lessons if you're designing a

mobile intranet.
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